
Elementary II 2021-2022

Week of May 30
● **There is no delayed start on the last day of school**
● The ELII students had their last week of homework this week.
● We also took our last spelling tests of the year on Friday.
● Our sixth-year students have been practicing and preparing for their ILPs and will be

presenting on Monday. They are looking forward to sharing their year-long projects
with the school. Please remind students to bring a change of clothes for their
presentations.

● This week our fifth years practiced collecting and recording data to pair with their
recent lessons on Mean, Median, Mode and Range. Each child had to think of a topic
to ask people about and then calculate the mean, median, mode and range and
create a bar graph based on their findings. The kids enjoyed surveying their
classmates and applying their math skills to the real world.

● To wrap up our cultural studies of Ancient Civilizations, this week we discussed the Silk
Road and how it help trade in China. The class read about different goods that were
imported and exported and discussed the importance of trade and how it helped
many cultures develop and succeed.

● We ended our life science unit this week with a review on plant and animal cells, the
kids recreated their edible cells and mapped out what each part of their cell was
represented by and the function of the part of the cell.

● Brianna will be sending home a hard copy summer homework information with the
students on the last day of school, and also a digital version via email. Please keep an
eye out for those being sent out.

● Please remind students to bring in a large bag next week for cleaning out cubbies,
students will have a lot of materials to bring home for the summer.



● This week in music class, ELII students finished and performed their group ukulele
compositions. Additionally, they had the opportunity to sight read other groups’
compositions based on the notation of each group’s final draft.

● Students who have participated in the musical equipment loan process are required
to return all school owned items on Tuesday. This includes ukuleles, tuners, picks, and
straps.

● In Art, students had a catch up day finishing their original haiku and acrostic poems.
Copies of this fine art will be hanging in their classroom foyer.

Week of May 23
● Next week will be our last week of homework. It will be assigned on Tuesday, May 31st,

and due on Friday, June 3rd.
● There will be a spelling test on Friday, June 3.
● Please send students to school with a bag that they can use to bring home any

supplies and materials for the summer. Thank you!
● Our 6th Years are preparing their Independent Learning Projects and will be

presenting on Monday, June 6th.
● This week the ELII class started working on their final cultural topic of the year on

Ancient China. We discussed Buddha and his teachings and how the geography of
China helped protect it from invaders. Next week, we will discuss the Silk Road and
how it was used to help influence how goods were transported and traded.

● This week in science, the kids worked on understanding the parts of a cell and their
functions. As part of their learning, they brainstormed what type of candy could be
used to represent different parts of the cell and then created edible cells using using
the candy they suggested.

● The students continued to review some math concepts we went over at the start of
the year, and some of our students began a project on recording data from the class
and then using the data to calculate mean, median, mode and range.

● We finished our last literature circle books of the year this week, and continued to
review some grammar concepts that we practiced this year.

● This week in music class, ELII students continued working on their ukulele
composition project in their small groups. Students will be required to bring their
ukuleles to music class on BOTH Tuesdays and Wednesdays until the end of the year.

Week of May 16
● Homework will be assigned on Monday, May 23rd, and due on Friday, May 27th.  We

will also be having a spelling test on Friday the 27th.
● Thank you to Sabrina Kaplan, Craig Sander, and Britta Moran for joining the ELII class

on their field trip to the New England Aquarium on Monday. The kids had a great time
and enjoyed their first-class field trip post-COVID.

● The ELII class did an amazing job with their class play on Tuesday, we appreciate
everyone coming out and seeing them perform.



● Our fifth years are looking forward to presenting their biography projects on Monday,
May 23rd. They have been working on these projects for the last few months; writing a
paper, and creating a visual presentation that they will share with the class.

● Our sixth years are wrapping up their Independent Learning Projects next week, and
will soon start to practice their presentations for Monday, June 6th. We will be
extending invitations to the Middle School and third years, along with Bay Farm staff,
and sixth year families.

● The ELII class is looking forward to helping Art Julie next week with tie dye. The
students will be assisting the Children’s House classes prepare their tie dye shirts for
the last day of school.

● We have started to review some of the concepts that we have learned in math this
year. The class has been practicing geometry concepts, multiplication and division,
analyzing data and evaluating expressions and equations.

● We have started our last study of the year in science this week, working on the parts of
an animal and plant cell. The kids are looking forward to a fun lab where we will create
cells of our own using candy.

● In cultural, we have continued our discussions on ancient civilizations and have
transitioned to Ancient India and the Aryans. The kids will be looking into the different
religions and geography, and the changes that the Aryans brought to India.

● As the class begins to wrap up their final literature circle books of the year, they have
enjoyed having opportunities to read the books together and discuss some major
events in the books. In addition, as the fifth and sixth years have been wrapping up
their projects, our fourth years have continued their unit on poetry and this week
practiced writing their own versions of Cinquain poetry.

● This week in music class, ELII students reflected on their May 17th performance. They
additionally began a ukulele composition project in small groups. Students will be
required to bring their ukuleles to music class on BOTH Tuesdays and Wednesdays
until the end of the year.

● ELII students had fun finishing their genetically engineered aliens this week in Shop.
Hard work requires good fuel, so students made S'mores in their solar oven to aid in
their creative process.

● In Agriculture, students received a lesson on bees, beekeeping and pollination. We
talked about four popular bee species including the well known honey bee, bumble
bee, masonry bee and leaf cutting bee. We explored ways to support these important
pollinators and the children then constructed a bee water feeder and a bee "hotel.”

● In Art, students finished their haiku poetry illustrations and started working on their
acrostic poems. Soon to be on display in the classroom foyer. They are brimming with
talents in calligraphy.

Week of May 9
● Please remember to arrive by 8:10 AM on Monday for our field trip to the New England

Aquarium. The bus will leave promptly at 8:15 AM. Pack a disposable lunch. Thank you.



● In Agriculture,   we continued our study of ecosystems and biotic/ abiotic factors that
contribute to the balance and rhythm of these systems. Students finished their
dioramas of their chosen ecosystem and presented them to their classmates at the
end of the class. They all did a super job!

● ELII students are studying genetics in their classroom, so in Shop this week students
used the punnett square to design a new alien species capable of adapting to a very
explosive environment.  These creatures are definitely randomly generated with a flip
of a coin.  Will their inherited traits help them or hurt them in this new world? We shall
see!

● This week in music class, ELII students prepared for their upcoming performance at
5:30 PM on Tuesday, May 17th. Students will be required to bring their ukuleles to
music class on BOTH Tuesdays and Wednesdays next week. This includes the day
following their performance.

● In Art this week students are finishing illustrating their haiku poems. They will soon be
on display in the classroom foyer. These images are absolutely beautiful.

Week of May 2
● Thank you so much to our parents and students for the beautiful Teacher

Appreciation Week!
● Please email Brianna and Shannon with any questions you may have about the field

trip to the Aquarium on May 16th.
● In Agriculture, students explored what an ecosystem is and the biotic and abiotic

factors that contribute to the health and balance needed for productivity. They were
then divided into groups to brainstorm and design a 3D diorama of their chosen
ecosystem, identifying and labeling the abiotic and biotic factors within.

● In Art, students are finishing up scribing their Haiku poems and they are doing an
amazing job on this project.

● This week in music class, ELII students prepared for their upcoming performance at
5:30 PM on Tuesday, May 17th. It is expected that “Aura Lee” and “Peace Like a River”
are memorized. Students have been given the option to learn the chords for “Imagine”
on the ukulele, but it is not required for the performance. Students will be required to
bring their ukuleles to music class on BOTH Tuesdays and Wednesdays going forward.
This practice time is essential to the ensemble experience.

● The fourth and fifth years this week had a math project relating to their math lessons
this week, our fourth years made blueprints for their dream home and then calculated
the area, perimeter and total square footage of their homes. While the fifth years
created a map of a town of their own creation using a coordinate plane. Our sixth
years have continued working on surface area and will have a project of their own
relating to surface area next week.

● The class has been working on a poetry unit this spring, and this week we have been
working on acrostics. They will create an acrostic with a theme of their choice and
then work with Art Julie to create an art piece to pair with their original poems. In
addition, our fifth and sixth years have been working on their final drafts of their ILP



and Biography papers. Their peers will edit and proofread them next week for their
final projects and presentations at the end of the month.

● This week the ELII class has enjoyed learning about Hammurabi’s code and some of
the laws that were in place in Ancient Mesopotamia. The kids took the time this week,
to come up with laws of their own and then we shared out favorite law with one
another.

● In Science we have continued our conversation about biology with a focus this week
on behavior and the difference between natural and learned behavior. The kids have
enjoyed talking about instincts, conditioning and imprinting and some of the
behaviors that animals are born knowing and what they have to learn to survive.

● Shop: Using their previous knowledge on building instructional algorithms from last
week, as well as an intro to the SCRATCH application, students followed different
instruction sets to build scenes in SCRATCH on their chromebooks. There was a
realization of the large amount of coding that goes into even the smallest of details in
their digital creations.

Week of April 23
● We hope you all had a wonderful break last week!
● Please keep an eye out for an email from the ELII teachers regarding field trip

information.
● Our fourth years have started working on a Dream House project this week, where

they are designing the floor plan of their dream home and then they will calculate the
area and perimeter or each room. They have enjoyed working on it so far, and we are
looking forward to seeing the final products next week. Our fifth and sixth years have
been working on some new material to help get them ready for a project of their own
using coordinate plane and calculating surface area.

● This week the ELII class participated in “The Great Mail Race” where we answered
some questions about our school that were sent from a Montessori school in New
York. We will be mailing our responses back to them in the hopes that we can keep
the trend going and reach a different Montessori school in every state.

● We have started our final lit circle books of the year this week, and our fifth and sixth
years are editing and reviewing their final drafts of their Biography papers and ILP’s.
Their next step will be to peer edit and then make the final touches to their papers,
projects and presentations to share with the class.

● With our unit on poetry, each student in ELII wrote a Haiku this week with the theme
of nature, they worked with Art Julie to create a beautiful art piece to display their
haikus in the classroom.

● We have begun our last chapter of the year in science, with our lessons relating to
human biology, cells, and genes and traits that make us unique. We will take a closer
look at DNA; dominant and recessive genes; and look forward to performing a lab
using strawberries to get a better understanding and look at DNA.

● This week in ELII Shop, MJ Collentro from ELI Mattakeesett co-taught a lesson on
algorithms and the Rubik's Cube. MJ is a master at puzzle solving and brought his



skills to his upper-classmen this week in an exciting presentation of the basic set of
instructions he uses to solve this intimidating toy.  Thank you MJ for sharing your
knowledge with us and inspiring us to challenge ourselves with this deconstruction of
the unknown.

● This week in music class, ELII students prepared for their upcoming performance. It is
expected that “Aura Lee” will be memorized by this Tuesday. Vocal lines for “Imagine”
have also been assigned. Please note that starting Tuesday, May 3rd students will be
required to bring their ukuleles to music class on BOTH Tuesdays and Wednesdays.
This practice time is essential to the ensemble experience.

● In Art, students integrated classroom studies into art class this week.  They have
written inspiring haiku poetry and are replicating these poems using calligraphy with
beautiful illustrations. They will finish these over the next few weeks.

● In Agriculture, students were introduced to the concept of foraging and took a trip
through the woods learning about edible plants and trees. They learned to never eat
any plant they are not 100% sure of and always ask an adult.

Week of April 11
● Thank you everyone who participated in parent teacher conferences this week, it was

so nice to see all of you and talk about the wonderful students that make up the
Walden classroom!

● This week some of the the ELII class presented their human body systems to the
Kindergarten class, they did a great job explaining the systems and how they work
together. Some students will wrap up their human body systems after break.

● We also had our science test this week to wrap up our human body systems unit.
When we return from break we will be moving into human biology and the genes and
traits that make us all unique!

● This week we wrapped up our fourth literature circle book Out of my Mind. The kids
enjoyed the book and it brought up some great conversations and discussions about
inclusion and friendships. We will start reading our final literature circle books of the
year after break.

● In Math this week we have continued geometry, and started working on symmetrical
shapes. In addition we have continued working with operations with integers and
simplifying algebraic expressions.

● The ELII class has also started our unit on poetry and have practiced writing haikus.
When we return from break, the ELII class will write a haiku that they will copy and
use for an art project with Art Julie.

● In Art, students finished painting their pyramids and took their stunning scenes
home.

Week of April 4



● On Friday, the ELII class participated in the “Our Changing Bodies” portion of our
science curriculum. It was a very productive and meaningful conversation for the ELII
class and we appreciate your help and support of the conversation.

● We will be having our Human Body Systems assessment on Wednesday, April 13th.
The kids have been reviewing in class, but we encourage them to also study at home.

● The kids have enjoyed working on their Life Size Human Body Systems projects these
past few weeks. We are hoping to wrap them up this week, so they can present their
projects to the Kindergarten class.

● We have moved into the Indus Valley this week for our cultural studies, and have been
discussing the cultures and geography of the civilization.

● We have started our final unit in grammar for the year and have transitioned into
poetry. The students have been working on writing different forms of poetry; this
week we focused on Haiku’s and the elements of poetry.

● In math this week, our fourth years have continued working with angles. We have
been measuring with protractors and working on calculating missing angles of right
and straight angles. While the fifth and sixth years have transitioned into pre algebra.
They have been doing integer operations and working on simplifying expressions.

● In Artland, students painted their pyramids and will soon be bringing their stunning
Egyptian artwork home. They sure have been working hard on this project.

● This week in Music/Drama, students put the finishing touches on their ukulele duet,
"Aura Lee" and continued creating content for their upcoming concert.

● In Agriculture, students viewed two mini documentaries on futuristic farming and
new farming technology that is giving hope to tackling food security across the globe.
They explored new ways of increasing food production without straining natural
resources and protecting them for the future. They were then given the task of
brainstorming a futuristic greenhouse and plotting a design.

● This week in The Shop, ELII students worked hard to complete their body systems
project where they have layered each system over a life-sized tracing of themselves.
Students made deep connections through this work to understand how all of our
systems work together to keep our bodys moving and healthy. Great Job ELII!

Week of March 28
● The class has enjoyed working on their life-size human body projects as a

collaboration between The Shop and our science curriculum. They have been working
on drawing, labeling, and coloring parts of the body, and they will present them to
another class when finished. As we begin to wrap up our study of the human body
systems, the class has been reviewing for a quiz on the different systems. They have
been working together to study and create a study guide to prepare for their quiz on
April 13th.

● This week in cultural studies, we played with cuneiform as a part of our Civilization
Study of Mesopotamia. The class used cuneiform to decode and create messages.
Next week, we will attempt to make our clay tablets with the Sumerian alphabet.

● Our fifth and sixth years have been editing and proofreading their ILP papers. Next
week, they will participate in peer editing and practice giving other compliments,



suggestions, and corrections to their writing. While our fourth years have been
working on properly using frequently confused words, such as 'its' and 'it's' and 'your'
and 'you're.'

● This week in math, the fourth years continued working on geometry and practicing
different types of lines and collinear points. Some of our fifth years have continued
their work with order of operations. This week we added multiple parentheses and
brackets to equations, understanding which operations to do first. Finally, our sixth
years this week received a lesson on inequalities and how to solve and graph them to
evaluate which solutions will work for the given inequality.

Agriculture:
Students explored the important elements of soil and its composition and how water
percolates certain matter at certain depths. They then constructed their own "terra- aqua"
towers to study water movement and groundwater effects on plant growth and soil health.

Art:
This week, students continued on their Egyptian art journey and are finishing glazing,
painting in gold, and soon designing pyramids. They have been superbly focused and
determined to create stellar art.

Drama:
This week in Drama, students got to take a breather from preparing for their Spring concert
and spent Tuesday afternoon doing some of their favorite activities from class throughout the
year. These included improv games like Brand Names, One-Sentence Story, and Freeze,
team-builders such as Ensemble Counting, and a "March Madness"-style showdown of Stage
Direction Simon Says. Please let your students know that they will need to bring their
ukuleles next Tuesday!

Week of March 21

● The ELII class took advantage of the sunny weather on Monday and enjoyed an
impromptu trip to Miramar. The class took some time to read their lit circle books
together and enjoy the fresh air and sunshine.

● This week, the Walden class had our first lit circle discussion on our book, Out of My
Mind. The kids have enjoyed the book so far, thinking about life for a child with
cerebral palsy. We had a great discussion about people with disabilities  and what life
might be like for Melody.

● We have also been working on applying figurative language to our reading and
writing. The kids practiced writing examples of alliteration and poetry using
assonance and consonance. While our fourth years have been studying interjections
and where to include them in your writing.

● In Cultural Studies this week, we have started to talk about the Cradle of Civilization
and the Sumerian people. We discussed how the Fertile Crescent was an obvious
place for Sumerians to settle and develop a society and the first civilization. The kids



did a map activity to help get a geographical sense of the ancient civilizations we will
be studying over the next few weeks.

● We have continued our study of the human body, and the kids have been working on
reviewing specific parts of the body and how they work together. The students will be
working on a project where they will create a life-size version of their bodies and focus
on one of the systems we have studied to present to their peers. Our class discussion
of "Our Changing Bodies" will occur on Friday, April 8th.

● Some students have started work with Geometry with lessons on points, lines, rays,
segments, and planes. This will carry over into our study of two-dimensional shapes. In
addition, students have been working on order of operations and how to solve
equations that include exponents and solving one-step equations when the variable is
negative.

● This week in The Shop, ELII brought their classroom work on body systems to life.
Students began a multi-week project where they will build a life-sized drawing of
themself and layer the skeletal, digestive, respiratory, circulatory. Let's see how all
these systems work and how they are all connected to keep us moving!

● Art - This week in Elementary II, students are finishing glazing their pottery and have
started painting their mummies and sphinx in gold. These sculptures will eventually
be incorporated into an Egyptian scene.

● In Drama this week, students dove deeper into the meaning of their spoken-word
poems and received small group coaching on their delivery.

Week of March 14
● This week we started a new unit on Geometry and discussed perimeter of

different geometric shapes. We also practiced order of operations and how to
use inverse operations to solve one step equations.

● The class has enjoyed their recent community reading of Out of My Mind, we
took turns reading and had some whole class discussions about the
characters in the books and the different types of diagnoses' they have.

● We had some new lessons on subordinating conjunctions, understanding
when to use who vs. whom, and the difference in literal and figurative
language in grammar this week..

● We wrapped up our Early Humans unit this week, with the class presenting
their Timeline of Early Humans. The class did a great job presenting their
species, and we even had the third grade class join us as part of our audience.
The timeline is now displayed in our classroom for everyone to enjoy. Our next
unit will continue to focus on Ancient Civilizations and we will begin with
talking about the Civilization of Mesopotamia and the Fertile Crescent.

● ELII students had a lesson on the humble potato and its origins in history then
prepped and planted several early potato canisters. Please note, Spring is



nearly upon us and the weather can be wet, rubber boots on Agriculture day is
advisable.

● This week in music class, ELII students had ukulele check-ins in front of their
peers on the second system of “Aura Lee” and completed the second folder
check of the unit. Many students are working very hard to meet their practice
goals. However, your encouragement at home is extremely appreciated.
Practice outside of class instruction is essential to retain and improve their
skills.  On Wednesday, ELII students worked on some ensemble building by
completing Part II of The Positivity Project. They discussed the importance of
knowing the strengths and weaknesses of all members of an ensemble in
order to perform as a cohesive unit.

● In Drama, students took a break from preparing for their Spring concert to
play several theatre games that encouraged communication and
understanding within an ensemble.

Week of March 7

● Thank you so much for your help and support during ELII Scantron Testing
this week. Results will be discussed during Parent-Teacher Conferences in
April.

● Due to Scantron Testing this week, the kids spent most of their work cycle
reviewing and practicing Math and Grammar materials presented last week.

● We will start our fourth Lit Circle book of the year next week; Out of My Mind
will be a community read, and the students are looking forward to whole-class
discussions and working collaboratively on this next novel.

● Please make sure all resources, including books for Sixth Year ILPs, are in
school next week, we are starting to write our first drafts of their papers.

● During our Cultural Lesson this week, the ELII kids have continued working on
their Timeline of Modern Humans. The class has been working in small groups
to research different species of humans and compiling the information to
create a beautiful timeline of human evolution. The timeline displays
fundamental human needs and includes migration patterns, physical features,
protection, shelter, and more. The class will be presenting the timeline and
sharing their species next week.

● As we continue our human body study, the ELII class discussed the Circulatory
System this week and how it works together with the Respiratory System to
deliver oxygen to the body. The class is looking forward to having a more
hands-on lab next week where we can look more into the Circulatory System
and what our blood is made of.



● In Shop, ELII students completed their battery-operated cars this week in
Shop. They then put the rubber on the road, building a track and ramps for
their new vehicles to test their speed and agility. It was a fun day on the
speedway!

● In Art, Elementary II students are glazing their pottery for the next few weeks
and are beyond excited to see the finished works of art.

● This week in Music, ELII students spent a lot of time reflecting on their
progress thus far. On Tuesday, students practiced “Aura Lee” like a ukulele
ensemble and identified areas for improvement. Next Tuesday, students will
be playing system two of “Aura Lee” for their peers and having a folder check
for the three items identified on Wednesday.  On Wednesday, students were
given the opportunity to identify and receive any missing materials they need
to be successful in music class. It is expected that these materials will be
brought to class going forward. Practice outside of class instruction is essential
to retain and improve their skills. Any encouragement is appreciated!

● This week in Drama, students continued utilizing memorization skills for their
poems and started to put their upcoming concert on its feet.

● ELII students should be reminded that Wednesday is Agriculture and the weather is
wet, proper shoes and rain gear is necessary! They were very helpful this week in the
barnyard, cleaning, scrubbing and caring for the animals.

Week of March 1

● This week, most students have finished reading their third lit circle books. Our
next book for the year will be a community read, where we will be able to have
whole class discussions and read aloud opportunities. We will start reading
our fourth Lit Circle book, Out of my Mind when Scantron Testing is complete.

● Our fifth years have continued to work on their biography papers, they are
currently working on writing their first drafts and then we will have a review
and revise session where they will read and edit each other's papers to
practice their editing and proofreading skills.

● This week the students started working on some new math material, our
younger students have been practicing long division up to the thousands, and
we have had some students start to divide using a two digit divisor. We have
enjoyed seeing the students work together to explain and check each other’s
work and create their own problems for one another. In addition, we have
transitioned from adding and subtracting fractions to multiplying and
dividing. The students have been working with the Montessori skittles and
fraction pieces to practice and foster a deeper understanding of operations
with fractions. We also have some students working with integer concepts



and this week we have been practicing how to graph integers on a coordinate
plane.

● In Cultural, we have continued working on our classroom Timeline of Early
Humans, this week the students have been drafting the pictures and
information that they will be putting onto the timeline. When it is complete,
the students will present their assigned species and the timeline will be put
on display in our classroom.

● The ELII class has been studying Human Biology and the systems of the body,
so far we have done the digestive and respiratory, and this week we started to
discuss the circulatory system. During our Walden Workshop next week, we
will be making our own representation of the circulatory and respiratory
system with a lab.

● In Shop, ELII students took the parts they cultivated from their maker/breaker
lab and built a motorized car using their newfound knowledge of open and
closed circuits!

● In Art, students took a detour from working on their pottery to integrate into
classroom studies of ancient man.  They created incredible images from the
various stages of development of humans that were brimming with talent.
Kristens reading group joined their art class, and they were fortunate to have a
two hour time to complete this project for their classroom timeline.  I was
beyond impressed with their spectacular drawings.  A big thanks goes out to
Kristen for this opportunity and all her help.

Week of February 14

● We spent the week reviewing math concepts that we have learned this year. We have
seen the kids help each other and practice operations with decimals and fractions,
practiced order of operations, and multi digit multiplication and division.

● We started our modern human timeline research this week. Students worked in their
teams to start researching their species and learning more about their fundamental
needs and their migration patterns. We will be using this information to create a huge
timeline showing how humans have evolved.

● The ELII class has transitioned from the digestive system to the respiratory system. We
have talked about the main function of the lungs and what each part of the
respiratory system is responsible for.

● We are close to wrapping up our third lit circle book of the year. The kids have enjoyed
our weekly discussions and we are looking forward to our next book that we will read
as a class.

● In Art, students continued on their African clay adventure designing masks and
having a turn on the pottery wheel.  They are finishing making the pottery and after
vacation will be glazing, painting, and putting Egyptian scenes together.

● In Agriculture, students were given a lesson on food preservation techniques and
learned the basics of canning. They then participated in cooking up a simple
strawberry preserve.



● In Music, students participated in one-on-one check-ins with Alyssa to see if they were
able to meet the practice goal they set last week for “Aura Lee.” Please remind
students to bring their orange folders and ukuleles to music class on Tuesdays.
Practice outside of class instruction is essential to retain and improve their skills.
Additionally, they continued working on a collaborative version of the spiritual “Peace
Like a River.” This will incorporate changing tempos, voices, and percussion
instruments. These pieces will be performed at the upcoming Performing Arts
Showcase on May 17th. Information about this performance was sent via email. Please
make sure you received it!

Week of February 7

● This week in math, all ELII students reviewed the concepts that we have learned in the
first half of the year. Students worked on multi digit multiplication, adding,
subtracting, multiplying and dividing fractions and decimals, long division, solving
proportions and more. It has been so nice to see how much the kids have learned and
seeing them reflect on how far they have come this year in their math skills.

● In Language Arts our fifth and sixth grade students have been working on a longer
writing project. Our sixth graders have been practicing writing a thesis statement and
preparing an outline for their ILP’s and the fifth graders have started to draft and
outline for their biography papers they will be working on at school. We have also
continued to read our Lit circle books and participate in weekly discussions about
major themes and characters.

● On Tuesday, students presented their Black History Month banners to the class and
reflected on some of the ways African Americans have helped shape history. We have
also started working on our timeline of modern humans. Students will be working in
partners to research a species of human and as a class we will create a beautiful
timeline of humans and how we have evolved and changed over time.

● We have continued our unit on the human body this week, we wrapped up our study
on the digestive system and have transitioned into the respiratory system. The class
will be creating their own set of lungs next week that will give a representation of how
our lungs inhale and exhale different gasses.

● This week in music, ELII students learned about the I V vi IV chord progression and
received chord charts for ukulele. They rehearsed “Aura Lee” as an ensemble and set
an individualized practice goal for the week. Next Tuesday, students will be doing a
check-in with Alyssa to see if each student’s practice goal was met. Please remind
students to bring their orange folders and ukuleles to music class on Tuesdays.
Practice outside of class instruction is essential to retain and improve their skills.

● Additionally, they began to prepare a collaborative version of the spiritual “Peace Like
a River” using voices and percussion instruments. These pieces will be performed at
the upcoming Performing Arts Showcase on May 17th. More information to come!

● In Shop, students are looking at the human body systems in their classroom. This
week in Shop, we built the human digestive system using household materials.
Students walked through how we break down our raw material food into the smaller
molecules that our body needs to create energy and new cell growth.  This was messy
but really fun!



● In Art, students rotated, and continued their Egyptian/African adventure by designing
bas-reliefs of either the sahara or serengeti.  These original scenes were beautifully
done.  Students also designed safari ware on the pottery wheel with glazes and
Sgraffito designs.

Week of February 1

● We have shifted gears this week in Cultural to focus on Black History Month. All
students have been working on creating banner pieces inspired by famous African
American men and women who have made significant contributions to America
and the rest of the world. Students have been researching a person of their choice,
choosing six important details, a photo and a quote to put on the banner that will
be displayed in our classroom when complete. When this project is complete we
will go back to our study of early humans and begin our long term project of
creating a Timeline of Modern Humans. We will be discussing this more next week
and working on it for the next few weeks.

● We have started our next chapter in Science this week, and have transitioned to the
human body. The students will be going over all of the major body systems and
eventually have an assessment at the end of the chapter. This week we started with
the digestive system and will be doing a lab on Monday to help students better
understand and see how all of the parts of the digestive system work together to
give us what our bodies need.

● In Math this week, the students have continued to practice operations with fractions
and whole numbers. We are focusing on adding and subtracting unlike fractions,
and understanding the steps of long division, in addition we have been working on
setting up ratios and proportions to solve for the percent of a number.

● The class has continued reading their lit circle books, and participating in class
discussion every Friday about character development and significant events. We
have enjoyed reading different perspectives in some of our books and trying to
think about what it would be like to be in their position. In addition, the sixth
graders have continued working on their ILP projects, they have started creating an
outline for their papers which will soon turn into a first draft. In addition, our fifth
graders are starting a research paper of their own that ties to the person they are
researching in Cultural for Black History Month. They will be writing a biography
about a person of their choice which will be due by the end of the month.

● In Agriculture, students were given a brief lesson on human evolution and how diet
helped  change the human physiology from Australopithecus to Homo Sapiens. We
then looked at the first step of digestion and observed how the compound amylase
breaks down starch in the mouth.

● In Music, students learned the difference between active and passive listening. They
used this knowledge to have a discussion about Jake Shimabukuro’s cover of
Queen’s ‘Bohemian Rhapsody'' on ukulele. They continued working on their ukulele
duet of “Aura Lee.” Please remind students to bring their orange folders and
ukuleles to music class on Tuesdays. Practice outside of class instruction is essential
to retain and improve their skills.



● In Art, students continued their Egyptian/African adventure by designing bas-reliefs
of either the sahara or serengeti.  These original scenes were beautifully done.
Students also designed safari ware on the pottery wheel with sgraffito designs and
beautiful patterns.

Week of January 24

● This week the students have been working on creating a poster representing the Six
Kingdoms of Life for Science, and they presented them on Friday. We will be moving
on to our next chapter on the human body during the month of February.

● In Math, the students have been working on practicing long division, adding and
subtracting unlike fractions and setting up proportions to solve the percentage of a
number.

● In Cultural, we have been studying the Stone Age and working on understanding the
importance of developing a civilization. Our next project will have the students
researching different types of early humans and creating a timeline as a class. We will
also be incorporating some time to discuss some historic people in history as a part of
Black History Month.

● In Language Arts this week, our sixth graders have been working on creating an
outline for their ILPs and started researching their topics. In addition they have been
spending time with the Middle School students preparing for a debate. While our fifth
and sixth graders have been working on understanding direct and indirect objects
and how they relate to transitive verbs.

● In Drama, students began a deep dive into the art of improv, discussing the necessary
elements of an improv troupe and experimenting with rapid fire creativity.

● In Art, students continued on their African clay adventure hand building mummy
cases and working on the wheel designing canopic jars. Everyone was brimming with
great ideas and having fun.

● In Shop, students continued taking their electronic toys apart to identify the circuits
within and create new connections using their knowledge around open and closed
circuits and how electricity travels through a battery. These students love to take
things apart!

● In Music, students continued on working on their duet of “Aura Lee” on ukulele. Please
remind students to bring their orange folders and ukuleles to music class on Tuesdays.
Additionally, they began working on their sight singing skills using do, re, mi melodies
and quarter note, quarter rest, eighth note, half note, and whole note rhythms.

Week of January 17

● In Cultural, the ELII students have been studying Cave Art. We took a virtual field trip
to Lascaux Cave in France, where the kids were able to explore the cave and see some
cave art created by early humans.

● In Science,  students continued to work on a group project about the Six Kingdoms of
Living Things. Each group is creating a poster representing each of the groups and
they will be presenting their projects to the class on Friday.



● In Language Arts, the students participated in another group discussion about their
Lit. circle books and the chapters that they have read this week. In addition, we have
been going over how to identify the direct object in a sentence, punctuating dialogue,
and identifying reliable and credible sources to use when writing a paper. Some of the
kids enjoyed looking for figurative language in a popular Disney song this week and
thinking about the meanings of different similes and metaphors.

● The students have transitioned into working with fractions and percents. We have
been using the fraction pieces to add fractions with denominators and setting up
proportions to help solve the percentage of numbers. While some students have
transitioned from practicing long division using the test tubes, to understanding the
steps and solving the problems on their own.

● In Art, students continue learning about Egyptian culture and art.  This week in art
they created mummy cases and designed canopic jars on the pottery wheel.
Excitement was in the air and the artistry was fabulous.

● In Shop, students looked at the close relationship between electricity and magnetism.
Students reviewed what a circuit is and what is happening within a magnetic field.
Students then broke some ordinary toys apart to take a closer look at how they work

Week of January 10

● Homework will be assigned on Tuesday, January 18th and due on Friday the 21st.

● We will also have our Spelling Test on Friday, the 21st.

● Last week’s homework assignment included having students go to the library to find a

DEAR book. Please make sure that all students have a book from the library to read for

DEAR time by Tuesday, the 18th.

● Please make sure that the kids have appropriate clothing and outerwear for the cold

weather and snow, we do go out for recess most days and want to make sure all of the

kids are always prepared to go outside.

● In Math this week, the ELII students have started to think more abstractly. We have

been transitioning from using test tubes for long division to applying the steps and

using the inverse operation to check our work. We have also been working on dividing

decimals by whole numbers, and understanding integers and how they can be

applied in real life.

● In Cultural this week, we have been discussing The Stone Age. We will be using this

information to help us gather research for our upcoming timeline of life project.



● In Science this week, the kids have started a mini project on the Six Kingdoms of Life.

Students will work in groups to create a poster representing each Kingdom. When

they are done, each group will present one Kingdom to the class.

● In Language Arts this week, the kids continued reading their third literature circle

books of the year and had chapter discussions about characters and the storyline so

far on Friday. Sixth Graders have been working on solidifying an idea for ILP and had to

write out a convincing reason why they want this topic and how they will write a full

paper on it. While other students have continued to practice new grammar rules and

add more detail to their In Art, students have started integrating their recent

African/Egyptian studies from class and entered an exciting clay semester. They have

been working on the pottery wheel making incredible pieces and creating the sphinx

for the first part of this adventure.  Dress for a mess on art days.

● This week in Shop, ELII students had a guest teacher assisting their lesson.  Middle

Schooler, Maddie Poppish brought a lesson she designed for a middle school project

where she taught her peers about the Han Dynasty and the types of weapons they

used to maintain their rule as an empire. ELII students built a model of the crossbow

used in war. Thank you Maddie for sharing your knowledge with your younger peers.

● This week, ELII started their new duet project. Groups of 2-4 worked together to play a

two-part arrangement of “Aura Lee.” By the end of class, they were able to play

through the first few measures as an ensemble. The ultimate goal is to produce a

recording. The ELII students will be working towards this goal in the next few weeks.

● This week in Agriculture, we stepped outside the classroom to observe the trees in

winter. Students were given a lesson on identifying different points of a tree to

determine its species. They documented their findings from specimens around our

campus using bark rubbings, sketches and observations,  creating a personal journal.

Week of January 5

● Thank you so much to all the parents and staff for seeing Tales of Temples and Tombs.

The kids did a great job performing and enjoyed performing their play for everyone.

● This is a reminder that we will NOT be having pizza on Wednesday, January 12th

please make sure the kids have packed a lunch for Wednesday.

● Homework will be due on Friday and we will also be having a spelling test on Friday,

January 14th.



● This week in math, the kids started new lessons on division, multiplying decimals, and

the laws of exponents. We have been working with the test tubes and the decimal

board to help with a concrete understanding of dividing and multiplying decimals.

● In Science this week, we started discussing the Six Kingdoms of Life. We started

talking about how they are classified and we will study one kingdom at a time and go

over different examples of each.

● In Language Arts this week, we have started our third literature circle book of the year.

We will be reading, Wonder, Tales of a Fourth Grade Nothing, I Will Always Write Back,

and Restart. The kids will continue to use dictionaries to define new words, and

answer comprehension questions about the book, we will also be having more

discussions about the books and talking about how they connect to our cultural unit.

● In Cultural this week, the kids used an online encyclopedia to read and look at images

of early humans. We will be creating a timeline of early humans soon and discussing

how and why they migrated all over the world and how early humans have evolved

and changed physically.

● Please help your children remember to bring their ukuleles and orange music folders
to class each Tuesday. This is to develop their responsibility skills and to help them
take ownership of their learning. Additionally, the students' musical experience is
impacted greatly by preparation and regular practice.  Thank you for supporting your
children on their musical journey!

●

Week of December 13

● We finished up our second lit circle book this week, A Long Walk to Water and When

the Stars are Scattered. The kids enjoyed reading a true story and discussing how

different life can be for a refugee.

● In Math this week, we started practicing multiplying decimals and taking the square

root of a number. Also, a lot of students practiced and reviewed some of the material

that we have been learning this year.

● In cultural, we have started learning about different types of early humans and how

they would hunt and gather food to survive. We also talked about how humans began

to migrate from Africa all around the world.



● Thank you so much ELII parents and students for helping out with our Secret

Snowflake activities. The kids had so much fun spreading some holiday cheer this

week.

● We hope that you and your families have an amazing break and a happy holiday and

we are looking forward to seeing everyone in 2022!

● Elementary students were JOYfilled and Merry as they designed and decorated their

gingerbread houses.

● This week in music, Walden students had their first playing check-in on ukulele. They

played Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star independently and were asked to identify four

notes on the treble note staff.

○ Additionally, they continued developing their ear training skills by playing

Rhythm Bingo by ear.

○ Please help your children remember to bring their ukuleles and orange music

folders to class each Tuesday. This is to develop their responsibility skills and to

help them take ownership of their learning. Additionally, the students' musical

experience is impacted greatly by preparation and regular practice.  Thank you

for supporting your children on their musical journey!

Week of December 6

● Thank you so much Sabrina Kaplan for bringing in latkes and dreidel games for the

kids last week. The class enjoyed learning about Hanukkah and some of the traditions

that come with the holiday.

● This week, the students talked about participating in Secret Snowflake. Brianna sent

an email with further information. The kids may begin doing kind things for their

snowflake on Monday and will reveal themselves on Thursday the 16th.

● There will be a spelling test on Thursday, the 16th and homework will also be assigned

Monday and due on Thursday.

● Please make sure students remember to bring in their ukuleles for music class.

● The Walden students enjoyed seeing the ELI performances this week, they all did a

great job!

● ELII students have enjoyed reading their second lit circle books and have had some

great discussions about these true stories about refugees in Africa and what they



needed to do in order to survive. The kids have also been working on writing a play to

perform for their teachers before winter break.

● In Math this week, students practiced estimating products of multiplication problems,

adding and subtracting decimals abstractly, and applying exponents when working

with integers.

● We started to review some of the material in Science class that Matt started with them

at the beginning of the year. We have been working on how to classify plants and

animals and what characteristics make up vertebrates, invertebrate plants, and

vascular and nonvascular plants.

● We have shifted our cultural studies from ancient Egypt to early humans. The kids

have been working on understanding hunters and gatherers and how humans made

the transition from finding food to producing it on their own using agriculture. We will

continue to analyze the physical differences in early humans and how they evolved

and migrated around the world over time.

● This week in Shop ELII students brainstormed as a group and built their own chain

reaction. They repeated their trials over and over trying to perfect the marble's path so

it would knock down the next obstacle and keep the momentum going.  It was a

wonderfully challenging lesson in physics and failure is our friend from which we

learn!

● ELII student’s painted their beautiful birds and animals this week. Everyone was

amazed at the finished work of art. These sculptures will be ready to come home next

week.

Week of November 29

● This week all of the ELII kids enjoyed checking out the Bay Farm student Science Fair

projects.

● The kids did an amazing job presenting their Science Fair projects this week. We are

very proud of the time and effort that the kids put into their projects and being able to

share them with their Bay Farm peers.

● The class started their second lit circle books this week, we will be reading “When

Stars are Scattered” and “A Long Walk to Water.” We are hoping to finish these two

books before the kids leave for winter break.



● In Math this week, students started to work with multiplying larger numbers without

the use of materials. Some kids also started subtracting decimals using the decimal

board and some of our older students started working more with exponents.

● In Cultural this week, we started our new unit on Early Humans. The kids read about

the discovery of Lucy and how archaeologists and paleoanthropologists work together

to  help piece together how humans have evolved. We will examine the physical

differences  of early humans and how the technologies and techniques have changed

to survive.

● ELII students practiced their building techniques today with MYNT 3D printing pens.

They worked on 3D boxes, stacking, and building midair. Then their creativity took

over. The challenge was to build a box. Can your box stand under pressure to protect

your Lego fig inside?

● This week in music, Walden started ear training. The students used familiar songs to

identify if a half step or a whole step was being performed. They additionally reviewed

their rhythm skills by playing rhythm bingo by ear. ELII Parents, please help your

children remember to bring their ukuleles and orange music folders to class each

Tuesday. The students' musical experience is impacted greatly by preparation and

regular practice.  Thank you for supporting your children on their musical journey.

● ELII started a sculptural adventure using paper mache.  They are designing animals

and birds that migrate here or adapt for the winter.  We have been learning about the

beautiful owls that come to Duxbury for a winter stay.

Week of November 15

● There will be no homework over Thanksgiving Break, and we will not have a spelling

test the week we return.

● Please make sure that everything needed for Science Fair Project presentations is in

school by Monday, November 29 so we can prepare for the ELII Science Fair on

December 2. We are looking forward to seeing everyone’s projects.

● In Math this week, we practiced operations with decimals. We used the decimal board

to practice adding decimals up to thousandths and transitioned into adding decimals

abstractly. In addition, we also practiced multiplying 3 digit numbers by 2 digit

numbers. We talked about partial products and the importance of the “magic zero.”

Finally, some of our older students have started working with exponents and have

been practicing writing numbers as a product of factors and in scientific notation.



● In Language Arts this week, the students continued working with adverbs, articles

and pronouns. They finished up their first lit circle books of the year and will start their

second books after Thanksgiving Break.

● We have spent the week reviewing Ancient Egypt for our quiz on Monday. Students

have been using flash cards, creating Jeopardy games, and playing Kahoot to help

each other review and prepare.

● Students are putting the final touches on their Science Fair projects, lab reports were

due on Friday, the 19 and tri-folds should be in school by the 29 so we can start to

practice.

● Please be sure students have a jacket and appropriate footwear for the school day. We

go outside for recess and for specials so the students should be prepared to go

outside.

● Please make sure students have a healthy snack for the day and a nutritious lunch

that helps them sustain energy and focus throughout the afternoon.

● ELII students became archeologists this week in Shop! Students staked out their dig

site on the peace path on campus. They talk about the different skulls and bones they

would be looking for and then got to work uncovering early human skull molds and

the remains of Mr. Bones.

● This week Walden spent their music and drama classes preparing for their

performance of Tales of Temples and Tombs. Unfortunately, the performance was

canceled mid-week due to unforeseen circumstances.

● In Art, ELII students finished using pen and ink and have beautiful images that will be

on display in their foyer.  They have many fine drawings in their drawing books.

Week of November 8

● Next week is Spirit Week! We are looking forward to the kids showing us their school

spirit.

● Thank you so much to everyone for all of your help and patience with the Test &  Stay

program at school this week.

● Please make sure that students have a water bottle with a lid on it to bring to keep in

class with them throughout the day.

● Homework will be assigned on Monday, November 15th, and due on Friday the 19th.

There will also be a spelling test on Friday, the 19th.



● Science experiments should be completed by Tuesday, November 16th and Lab

Reports are due by Friday the 19th. All completed projects and tri-folds must be in

school by Tuesday, November 30th so the ELII students can practice their project

presentations.

● The ELII Science Fair is Thursday, December 2nd.

● In ELA this week, we were talking about the Noun and Verb Family, and the

importance of Pronouns. Students learned more about the Montessori symbols for

Nouns, and verbs, and used excerpts from books to identify nouns, adjectives, and

articles which make up the Noun Family and nouns and adverbs which make up the

Verb Family.

● Students also finished up their first lit circle books of the year. On Friday, they read

summaries about our next lit circle books and wrote about which book sounded more

interesting to them and why.

● In Cultural this week, we started to review for our first Cultural test. The kids worked on

making a study guide in class and used flashcards to help one another study for their

upcoming quiz on Monday, November 22nd. We will spend the majority of next week

reviewing for the quiz as well.

● In Math this week, we continued our work with decimals. We practiced decimal place

value and decimal multiplication value using the decimal board and worked on

bridging from concrete to more abstract thinking with multi-digit multiplication.

● In Agriculture, ELII students got down and dirty spending their time completing

various barnyard chores with breaks to cuddle with the resident animals!

Week of November 1
● This week in Math we have been working on decimals and factors of numbers.

Students have been using the pegboard to determine the factors of numbers and to

determine if they are prime or composite. While others have been practicing

operations with decimals.

● In Language Arts this week we continued working on advanced functions of words.

We have been working on different types of adjectives, and adverbs. In addition, the

kids will be wrapping up their first lit circle books next week.

● In Science, we have made great progress on science fair projects. Kids have started

working on their experiments and lab reports.



● We talked about canopic jars and mummification this week to wrap up our unit on

ancient Egypt. We discussed how Egyptians believe they needed their organs in the

afterlife and what they did to protect them and preserve their bodies.

● In Agriculture, ELII had a lesson on the history and origin of the Peruvian alpaca and

had fun carding and forming their cranberry-dyed alpaca wool into felted beads.

● ELII students are hard at work on their science fair projects in their classroom.  This

week in Shop we dove into a review of the scientific method with an experiment using

the fun fad called water bottle flipping. Students made their predictions for three

different experiments starting with a question. Does the amount of water make a

difference? Does the matter make a difference? Does your position make a difference?

The results were fascinating and so much fun!

● ELII took home their creative skeleton heads and have been working on drawings of

the birds of prey. They have been inspired to use pen and ink, and are in the midst of

illustrating gorgeous images.

● Reminders:

○ Homework is due on Friday, November 12th. There will also be a spelling test on

Friday.

○ Please make sure kids bring jackets with them to school. They should be

prepared to go outside for recess and have what they need to stay warm.

○ We are so excited to see the kids perform the play they have been working on

in music and drama class on Wednesday, November 10th.

Week of October 25
●   Please try to bring in any materials for Science Project experiments being done at

school by Wednesday, November 3rd. We hope to start doing experiments and

collecting data next week.

● Homework will be passed out on Tuesday, November 3rd and due on Friday the 5th.

There will also be a spelling test.

● This week in math we started working with decimals. We used the decimal board to

go over place value and multiplying decimals by whole numbers. In addition, we also

started using the peg board to determine the factors of numbers between 1 and 50.

● In Language Arts, we started to review articles, adverbs, and comparative adjectives.

The kids are also almost done with their first lit circle books of the year.

● In Cultural this week, we talked about what Halloween looks like around the world.

The kids learned about the origins of Halloween in the United States and the



significance of Dia de los Muertos in Mexico. Next week we will continue our unit on

Ancient Egypt with mummification and canopic jars.

● In Science, the students have continued working on their science fair projects. This

week they made a hypothesis for their projects and started giving some more

thought about their experiments and their control groups. We will be using all of this

information in their finalized lab reports.

● ELII students will soon begin their unit on Early Humans. This week in Shop they

looked at the differences between Homo habilis, Homo erectus, Homo

neanderthalensis, Homo sapiens and Modern humans.  Then they made plaster molds

of each skull, identifying the physical characteristics of each type. We've come a long

way as humans.

Week of October 18

● This week in Math, we worked more with the properties of numbers and the

distributive property in particular. We have examined how when the distributive

property is applied, it can make larger multiplication problems easier to solve.

● In Cultural this week, we started talking about Ancient Egyptian Religion. We talked

about the different gods and goddesses they believed in and how Egyptians believed

that they helped them in the afterlife.

● In Language Arts, we continued our work with advanced functions of words. This

week we talked about singular and plural nouns and some of the rules that are

applied when the ending of the word needs to be changed to make it plural.

● In Science this week, students continued their work on their science fair projects

paired with some practice of classifying animals.

● In Agriculture, ELII students took a look at composting and vermiculture. They helped

turn the compost pile and added the finished compost to the garlic beds.

● ELII students finished up construction of the two 4x6 platforms for their upcoming

drama production with Rachel. Their accuracy with using a speed ruler, measuring

tape, drill, and level is improving every day.  These platforms look professional!

● In Art, students took a bit of a holiday detour from their drawing assignments to paint

a colorful skeleton in the style of the Mexican Day of the Dead celebration.  These

skeletons will become part of a fun Halloween still life.  We will return to color in their

gorgeous drawings of birds of prey in the following weeks.  The wingmaster program

was inspiring last week, and everyone has many fabulous images to color.   The

students will be drawing the birds in their habitats.



● This week in music class, Walden continued their ukulele unit. They began the process

of tuning and made acronyms to remember the open strings. Instrumental rental

forms need to be returned as soon as possible in order for students to take home their

instruments to practice.

○ Additionally, they finished learning all of the music from their musical, Tales of

Temples and Tombs. All songs are expected to be memorized next week. All

students are encouraged to practice at home with the vocal and

accompaniment tracks. They all have received a binder with the entirety of the

musical for practicing purposes.

● Homework will be assigned on Monday, October 25th and due on Friday, October

29th. There will also be a spelling test on Friday, October 29th.

● Please make sure that kids dress appropriately for the weather. We suggest that they

bring layers to wear with them outside and during specials.

Week of October 11

● Homework will be assigned on Monday, October 18 and due on Friday, October 22.

There will also be a spelling test for all students on Friday, October 22.

● Music for the ELII Play has been emailed to parents by Alyssa, please be sure to check

it out with the kids.

● Please make sure to bring in at least 3 books about a topic you are interested in

pursuing for this year's Science Fair.

● As the weather begins to cool down please encourage students to bring jackets and

sweatshirts and appropriate footwear for both PE and Agriculture.

● This week in Math we started analyzing the Properties of Numbers. We looked at the

Commutative, Associative, and Identity Properties and how they are applied to the

math that we know. We looked at the Commutative, Associative, and Identity

Properties of Addition and Multiplication and the Properties of Zero. In addition,

students had the opportunity to review some of the material that they have been

exposed to in the past, such as multi digit multiplication and long division.

● In Cultural this week, we continued our unit on Ancient Egypt, and the students had

an opportunity to recreate some models of pyramids. Similar to the ones used in

Ancient Egypt as a way for Pharaohs to be immortalized and travel to the afterlife.

● In Language Arts this week, students had lessons on the function of words. We went

over Common and Proper Nouns, Prepositions and Gerunds, Participles and



Infinitives. In addition, the kids are about half way done with their first lit circle books

of the year, we will be having more lit circle discussion groups on Fridays as the year

continues.

● This week in Shop, ELII got to work on some tech for their upcoming drama

performance building two 4x6 platforms for Rachel. It was tons of fun measuring,

drilling, and painting. Now every shining face will get the spotlight on stage for

opening night.

● This week in music class, Walden began their ukulele unit. All students were sent

home with an instrumental rental form regardless of if they need to use a

school-owned instrument. Students are to have these forms signed and returned as

soon as possible.

○ Additionally, they memorized the third song from their musical Tales of

Temples and Tombs: “Pharaoh, He is Our Man,” the fourth song: “The

Pyramids,” and began “King Tut Rap.” All students are encouraged to practice

at home with the vocal and accompaniment tracks. They all have received a

binder with the entirety of the musical for practicing purposes.

● ELII artists had the wonderful opportunity to see the Wingmasters program during

art. They learned about birds of prey and a bit about Egyptian history and what the

birds represented. It was a fabulous program of learning and drawing.

Week of October 4
● In Math this week, some students continued working on understanding Divisibility

Rules. All students have worked on understanding the rules from 2 through 12. Other

students have continued to use the checkerboard to practice multi-digit

multiplication, especially focusing on multiplying 2 digits by 2 digits and 2 digits by 3

digits.

● In cultural this week, we have continued our chapter on Ancient Egypt. This week we

worked on understanding the ancient Egyptian hierarchy, the significance of

pyramids, their culture, and beliefs.

● In Grammar, we started working with different types of verbs and sentences. In

addition, we had our first lit circle group discussions. Every student has a job for their

lit circle group and uses their book to share their thoughts about the chapters read

that week.



● In Science, students have started their Science Fair research and are learning what the

expectations are. They are also learning about how animals and plants adapt to their

environments.

● In Art, Elementary II students finished up their linoleum prints and matted their

images with beautiful papers.  Prints will soon be on display in their foyer.  They were

thrilled with the finished results.

● This week in music class, Walden memorized the second song in their musical Tales of

Temples and Tombs: “Down by the Banks,” reviewed the third song: “Pharaoh, He is

Our Man,” and learned the fourth song: “The Pyramids.” It is expected that the

“Pharaoh, He is Our Man” will be memorized by next Wednesday. All students are

encouraged to practice at home with the vocal and accompaniment tracks. They all

have received a binder with the entirety of the musical for practicing purposes.

● Additionally, Walden has been working diligently to prepare for the start of their

ukulele unit on Tuesday, October 12th. We have spent the past two weeks reviewing

basic rhythm and music notation skills. Students with personal ukuleles are welcomed

to bring them to and from school on Tuesdays until further notice. Students without

access to a ukulele will receive a school-owned one for this unit. Instrument loan

forms must be submitted before students will be able to take home the school-owned

instruments. The instrument loan forms will go home with students on Tuesday.

● ELII students learned all about mushrooms this week in Shop with Mushroom experts

Ryan Bouchard and Emily Schmidt. Ryan and Emily are the founders of the

Mushroom Hunting Foundation out of Rhode Island. Ryan and Emily presented the

history of the mushroom and its consumption in Europe and their uses in different

cultures.  Students then went on a hunt for local mushrooms learning to identify the

different families of fungi right here in Duxbury.  They ended in the classroom

dissecting and studying each specimen. It was a blast for all!

● Reminders:

○ Homework will be sent home on Tuesday, October 12th, and due on Friday,

October 15th.

○ Any sixth graders going on the sixth-grade trip will take their spelling tests on

Thursday the 14th.

○ All other spelling tests will be on Friday, October 15th.

○ Please bring in 3 or more books about a subject in Science that is of interest to

you and that you would like to do for your Science Fair Project.



○ All Science Fair projects and experiment plans should be in by Monday,

October 25th.

○ The 6th Grade Trip will take place on Friday, October 15th.

Week of September 27
● Communication Folders have arrived and have been sent home today. Apologies for

the delay. Please use these folders to communicate any reminders or information you

would like the ELII teachers to know.

● Homework will be distributed on Monday, October 4th, and will be due on Friday,

October 8th. There will also be a spelling test on Friday the 8th.

● Science Fair Information will be sent home in Communication Folders on Monday,

October 8th.

● The ELII students will be participating in a Mushroom Walk on Friday, October 8th.

Please make sure that students wear long pants and long sleeves and appropriate

footwear.

● In Math this week, students started reviewing and practicing Divisibility Rules for

2,3,4,5,6,8, and 10. In addition, some students practiced multi-digit multiplication using

the bead bars and checkerboard material.

● In ELA this week, students have continued reading their lit circle books and have been

working on practicing some new grammar skills. These include Helping Verbs,

Imperative and Declarative Sentences, and Relative Pronouns.

● ELII students have started their first unit in Cultural and have started discussing

Ancient Egypt. This week we started talking about the Nile River and why people

decided to settle near the Nile for its resources.

● This week in Science students started working on the Scientific Method of Classifying

Living Organisms. Next week they will start discovering the microscopic world.

● In Agriculture, students explored the difference between fermentation and pickling

and enjoyed making and jarring their own dill pickles using ingredients grown at Bay

Farm.

● In Artland, students are currently in the process of inking and printing their linoleum

blocks.  The papers they chose and the matted finished images are spectacular.  Soon

these works of art will be on display in their classroom foyer.

Week of September 20

● Friday, October 1st is a Professional Development day and school will be closed.



● Homework will be distributed on Monday, September 27, and due Thursday,

September 30.

● There will be a Spelling Test on Thursday, September 30.

● The Sixth Grade trip will be rescheduled due to the weather. Please keep an eye out

for an email from Brianna and Shannon with further information.

● This week in Math we practiced new content with materials. We had students

practicing multiplication and place value with the checkerboard and using the Peg

Board to determine Greatest Common Factor and Least Common Multiple. We have

also had some students working on practicing different operations with fractions.

● In Cultural this week, the students continued to work on their Timeline of Life projects

and presented their final products to the class. Thank you so much for helping

students find and print pictures to include on their timelines.

● Language Arts this week had us reviewing some fundamental editing and

proofreading skills and reviewing when to capitalize.

● In Science this week, students worked on a lab with Bananas that had them

practicing the steps of the Scientific Method and using observations to make

appropriate inferences.

● In Artland, ELII students are working diligently on their linoleum cuts. They will begin

printing their imaginative images next week.

● ELII is always interested in how things are made, more specifically, robots.  This week

in Shop, students began a journey into the differences between the human and the

robot with a study of the hand and the unique bones and appendages that make us

people. Students then made model robotic hands demonstrating just how hard it is to

perform the simple task of gripping.

Week of September 13
● In our cultural lessons this week, we started discussing time and why time and

record-keeping are important. All students are completing a Timeline of Life project in

class which is due on Thursday, September 23. Please help students find pictures of

significant events in their lives that they would like to include on their timeline. Photos

should be sent in by Tuesday, 9/21.

● This week in math, all students reviewed place values using the checkerboard

materials. Students also completed their start-of-the-year math assessments.

● This week in language arts, students reviewed reading comprehension and practiced

proofreading and editing passages.



● We started the first Literature Circle books of the year. We will be starting with The

Phantom Tollbooth, Fish in a Tree, and Wink.

● In Shop,   ELII students learned about the evolution of the engineering of tall buildings.

How and why did our cities go from a low-rise city to high-rise. What was the tallest

building in 1900? What is the tallest building today?  What makes a building strong?

In teams, students built three different towers out of wire, paper and rubber.  The

outcomes were spectacular!

● This week in Agriculture, students explored the technology that changed

hunter/gatherer societies to agrarian ones. The students participated in seed saving by

fermenting cucumber and tomato seeds then created a pinch pot in the early Bronze

age fashion to create a vessel for their seeds.

● In Artland, ELII students are drawing in their books and creating designs for linoleum

prints.  They are integrating studies of plants, botany, animals, and archeology, into fun

works of art.

● This week in Music and Drama,  students began preparing for their fall productions.

● In music class, all CH-MS students rehearsed "Light a Candle for Peace" by Shelley

Murley. This song will be performed by the BFMA community for the International Day

of Peace on Tuesday, September 21st.

● Reminders:

○ Homework will be sent home on Monday 9/20 and will be due on Friday 9/24.

○ There will be a spelling test on Friday 9/24. Spelling words can be found in

homework folders.

○ Pizza Day starts on Wednesday, 9/22. Please still send in a snack and water for

students signed up for pizza.

○ Please keep an eye out for orange communication folders. They will be sent

home with students daily.

○ 6th-grade parents, please remember to fill out the 6th Grade Trip Permission

Waiver that was sent out via email. More information and specific details about

the trip will be sent out via email soon.

● Thank you so much to the parents who were able to attend our Back to School Night

on Tuesday. We are looking forward to a great school year in Walden.

Week of September 6



● It has been a great first week back at Bay Farm and in the Walden classroom. This

week, the ELII class focused mainly on building our classroom community and

learning the ELII routines and expectations.

● Students worked in small groups to brainstorm ideas about what our classroom

expectations should be and on Friday, we discussed as a class exactly how we want

our final expectations worded and presented in our community.

● In addition, we had some time early in the week for some fun games and icebreakers

that helped get the kids to know each other a bit more and got them up and moving,

such as Zip - Zap - Boing, Museum, and some classic name games.

● Students also had time to organize their classroom materials, learn our classroom jobs,

and how to properly conduct a morning meeting and community meeting.

● We also took some time this week to discuss what the work cycle and lessons look

like, and some of our areas of study this year.

● This week ELII students had an introductory class in agriculture recapping rules in the

classroom and barnyard. They also spent some time getting reacquainted and

acquainted with the animals.

● In Art, ELII students are learning about botany, trees, and animals. They were filling

their drawing books this week with images of trees, and learning various drawing

techniques. Hopefully next week the weather will be sunny, and we can draw and be

inspired by our gorgeous campus.

● In Shop ELII went on a design thinking scavenger hunt around their campus this

week. They practiced brainstorming while observing problem areas they could fix or

improve right here in their immediate community at Bay Farm. Just a few examples of

the great ideas flowing out of these students:

○ "Let's clean up and redesign the fairy garden for the Children's House"

○ "Let's fix the sagging mural near the soccer field and add a new panel to

represent this year"

○ "Let's make a map of the birdhouses on campus and label them so everyone

knows what birds live in each house."

○ " We should put benches on the Children's house porch and make pillows to

decorate it so the students can read outside on a rainy day."

○ "We should paint a creative crosswalk from Toddler House to Children's House

and let the toddlers walk with paint on their feet."



○ Be on the lookout for some of these visions coming to life this year in Shop!  It's

going to be a great year of innovation and imagination.

●


